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Vintage clothing has never been more chic, with everyone from superstar trendsetters to style-conscious
experts searching for wearable treasures from days gone by. Authors Linda Lindroth and Deborah Newell
Tornello equip visitors from head to toe with• No other book explains how to get it, sell it, fix it, or wear it
with flair. Virtual Classic is the first and only instruction that helps both novice and the style connoisseur
assess and confidently take part in the thriving classic marketplace that exists online.re looking for a
1960s Rudi Gernreich knit, Gucci hipster trousers, a Claire McCardell for Townley shirtwaist, or a Chanel
fit in pink wool with black patent-leather trim, Virtual Vintage will help you build a unique and
sensational wardrobe. tips for cleaning and repairing vintage items Whether you’ guidelines on contacting
sellers • smart strategies for bidding in online auctions• guidance about evaluating the size, quality, and
colors of a garment•rated and evaluated• a lot more than 100 chic sites—
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Devine!.! This reserve goes so in depth on every possible content of clothing, accessories, and much more
in the vintage globe. You won't be disappointed.! First off I hate, hate, hate writing reviews. I can't
express the details of this book. EASILY could had a selection of giving a greater value star wise, I'd have.
Blew me away! A great Plus Size Clothes For women store online LuxbyJulia Lux by Julia Filled with
information. But this definitely needed a 5 star review. I could continue for days. All the info is
conveniently obtained and discovered just from becoming on the Internet. almost a love letter to vintage.!
Some people might like it?!! Great Book - Just a little LONG for the info Great Book - A little LONG for
the knowledge, but then again I love to get direct to the idea. From offering on E-Bay, to bidding websites
(Some I never also knew of), to classic names, and the best classic websites to shop at (which I will be
visiting).! A good read. Very interesting and filled with info. The list is endless. Vintage buying Very
disappointing. So maybe I complain an excessive amount of about this reserve? It is is crucial buy if you
want vintage clothing, sewing vintage patterns, like vintage fabric or housewares. Four Stars Very helpful.
good reference nothing you aren't in a position to find on the internet if you know very well what you are
searching for.. Well crafted &good reference though Resourceful This book is wonderful for someone
looking to set up shop online especially e-bay. I loved how it goes over designers good at specific eras
and designs. This book is just OK This book in comparison to a few of my other Vintage clothing books is
just OK. It is kind of difficult to find vintage clothes books that are real good. I am sort of backing off
vintage clothing at this time. It didn't have anything "insider" to speak of. I was amazed! Three Stars
more pictures would be nice Sherry K No thus Insider if you are already inside. considered. Maybe as a
starter for your reference library, but a practiced vintage hound likely has assimilated 99.9% of the info
inside.. Eh, no thus insider if you have done any research in to the field. It depends on how far in to
vintage clothes you are.
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